Reader, I Married Him: Stories Inspired by Jane Eyre

This collection of original stories by todays
finest women writersincluding Tracy
Chevalier, Francine Prose, Elizabeth
McCracken, Tessa Hadley, Audrey
Niffenegger, and moretakes inspiration
from the famous line in Charlotte Brontes
most beloved novel, Jane Eyre.A fixture in
the literary canon, Charlotte Bronte is
revered by readers all over the world. Her
novels featuring unforgettable, strong
heroines still resonate with millions today.
And who could forget one of literatures
best-known lines: Reader, I married him
from her classic novel Jane Eyre? Part of a
remarkable family that produced three
acclaimed female writers at a time in
19th-century Britain when few women
wrote, and fewer were published, Bronte
has become a great source of inspiration to
writers, especially women, ever since. Now
in Reader, I Married Him, twenty of todays
most celebrated women authors have spun
original stories, using thefamous line from
Jane Eyre as a springboard for their own
flights of imagination. Reader, I Married
Him will feature stories by:Tracy
ChevalierTessa HadleySarah HallHelen
Dunmore Kirsty GunnJoanna BriscoeJane
GardamEmma
DonoghueSusan
Hill
Francine
ProseElif
ShafakEvie
WyldPatricia ParkSalley Vickers Nadifa
MohamedEsther FreudLinda GrantLionel
ShriverAudrey
NiffeneggerNamwali
SerpellElizabeth
McCrackenUnique,
inventive, and poignant, the stories in
Reader, I Married Him pay homage to the
literary genius of Charlotte Bronte, and
demonstrate once again that her
extraordinary vision continues to inspire
readers and writers.
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from Amazons Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices on a huge range of newIn READER, I MARRIED HIM, Tracy
Chevalier gathers short stories from 21 fantastic and diverse female writers, all using JANE EYRE as a starting point for
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This collection of original stories Catherine Humble reviews Reader, I Married Him ed by Tracy Chevalier. In this
collection of short stories, Chevalier asks 21 female authors toThis collection of original stories by todays finest woman
writers takes inspiration from the famous line in Charlotte Brontes most beloved novel, Jane Eyre.Editorial Reviews.
Review. `Dazzling DAILY MAIL `These stories will enrich and complicate future readings of Jane Eyre, as the best fan
fiction shouldBuy Reader, I Married Him by Tracy Chevalier (ISBN: 9780008150570) from These stories will enrich
and complicate future readings of Jane Eyre, as the best . Interesting collection of stories, connected only by their source
of inspiration Right from its dedication For Charlotte, of course affection and intimacy pervade this collection of 21
short stories, all by women, inspiredThe twenty-one stories in Reader, I Married Him - one of the most celebrated lines
in fiction - are inspired by Jane Eyre and shaped by its perennially fascinating Bethanne Patrick speaks with the editor
of a new Jane Eyre inspired anthology Reader, I married him is one of the most famous lines in English I spent a lot of
time with the stories all over the floor, looking at them, puttingReader, I Married Him has 1472 ratings and 335 reviews.
Emer said: I have only recently read Jane Eyre for the first time, and I have completely and utt When Jane Eyre says
Reader, I married him at the conclusion of her stormy story its both triumphant and comically terse but no simple happy
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